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Thank you for purchasing your RV-10 Stock Fuel system kit brought to you by Aircraft
Specialty Flightlines wing root filter kit (see WING ROOT FILTER KIT INSTALL GUIDE
for more information)

We are writing this document to show builders how our fuel hose system is designed to be
installed so everything fits nice and perfectly.  There are a variety of different ways to
install the valve, fuel pump, etc…. and if deviations from these standard locations are made,
everything may not fit quite as nicely.

This kit has changed a few times through the years, based on builder feedback and
mounting locations.  If something doesn’t seem to fit right, please reach out to us, and we
will evaluate your install and send you modified length hoses to make it fit perfectly.

Kit #3 and Kit #4 on the ordering page
deal with the valve to the firewall portion
of the installation.  Kit #3 keeps the
transducer in the stock tunnel location,
whereas kit #4 moves the transducer
forward of the firewall.  Moving the
transducer forward of the firewall provides
several advantages over the stock
mounting location.  A firewall forward
transducer location has been shown to
provide more accuracy as well as removes
a constriction on the suction side of the
mechanical fuel pump.

Most RV-10 builders are utilizing the
Andair FS20X7T valve.  When you order
this valve, you will need to purchase it
with two EF20 Elbow fittings and point
them down.  This is for the side location
on the valve.  In addition, you will need a
fuel valve extension kit from Andair,
which will allow you to mount the valve in
the SAME location as the stock valve.
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After the valve has been installed, the next step is to configure the AFP pump and filter setup.
If you have a quickbuild RV10 Fuselage, leave the fuel pump/filter cradles in the stock location.
If you have a slow build fuselage, you can keep them in the same location.  If you lay your
pump/filter setup in them, it will appear that one mount needs to be moved 2” in order for the
cradles to properly grab the pump/filter.

However, that is because the Pump/Filter REQUIRES a configuration modification to fit in the
stock bracket locations.  It is a very simple modification.

Remove, the rigid tube connecting the pump and filter and remove the gold fitting. TRANS-
FER THE O RING to the AN fitting on the filter and screw it directly into the pump assembly.
If you do not transfer the O ring, the assembly will leak.

When complete it should look like the picture below.  This gains you the 1.5-2” back and every-
thing will now sit nicely in the cradles and our hoses will be the correct dimensions for the
setup.
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The next step is plumbing.  The most difficult part of the plumbing should be completed first.
That is the short hose from the valve to the filter.  (If utilizing a Wing root filter kit, remember
that you will utilize the wing root filter kit install guide and this gold AFP filter will not be in-
stalled in the cabin.)

The description of how to install is located on this page, and then picture of what it should look
like is on the next page once everything is tightened down.

Make sure that the clamps on the filter/pump assembly are NOT tightened down, as you will
want to wait until the hoses are installed before final tightening of the hose clamps.

Start with the straight fitting on the short hose and attach it by hand to the bottom of the valve.
You will notice that when you tighten it up, it will rotate just slightly with the final bit of tight-
ening.  Because of this, you will want to pre clock it slightly so that when you finish tightening
it, the 90 degree fitting is pointing directly forward to the filter.

Once that is complete, the 90 degree fitting is next.  You will notice that the 90 degree fitting
appears to be about 1/8-1/4” longer than it needs to be.  That is so that you are able to put a
slight outward bow in it which helps with vibration absorption.  The key to installing this hose
is to hand tighten it with the 90 degree fitting pointed vertical.  When you tighten it up, it will
slightly clock to the right, which will give you the slight bow.  Now, you are able to move the
filter/pump assembly forward and aft slightly before tightening down to ensure this hose sits
nicely with no stress/tension on it.

IMPORTANT NOTE: There were periods of time where some builders were mounting valves
up higher to avoid the usage of an extension, especially when utilizing an Aerosport center con-
sole.  Due to some of these changes through the years, if you have a hose for this location or
from the pump to the firewall that seems too long, please contact us for replacement.  We have
decided to standardize this valve mount location for ALL installs and have builders utilize the
andair valve extension.  Through much trial and error and builder feedback, this has proven to
be the location of choice for most builders.

One this hose is installed, you can install the hose from the front of the pump to the firewall.
(Straight fittings on each end)  In this configuration, the hose may seem slightly long, but that is
to give you the flexibility to bend it upwards and then forward into the firewall while clearing
your SCAT tubing.

If you are utilizing the cabin mounted transducer, you will have a short hose from the pump to
the transducer, and then another hose from the transducer to the firewall.  The hose from the
transducer to the firewall has an angled fitting on one end.  This is located at the transducer and
allows the hose to bend up quickly and then route into the firewall.

Please feel free to contact Tom or I with any questions.
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Note that the image above shows the front of the AFP pump to the firewall as well as the
utilization of included ADEL clamps to secure the hose to the heat muff.


